
Decentralized Financial 
Ecosystem





Any users of the DEX will enjoy the Venera Swap experience thanks to the unique financial 

ecosystem, powered by the BSC network, with future expansion onto other blockchains.  

A one-stop-shop for DeFi.

VeneraSwap’s goal is restoring 

user’s faith in the BSC network 

and DeFi with incentivized 

revenue sharing by using an 

AMM model

Venera Swap protocol provides 

users with a unique trading, 

staking and farming experience. 

First of its kind on BSC network.



Earn a percentage of each swap as LP token holder as well 

as earning VSW native token as an incentive by staking the 

LP token in Normal farms, or Boosted Farms

Buy-Back mechanism: 

Most of the generated 

revenue from swaps, 

referrals, deposit fees will 

be used to market buy 

VSW and distrubute it to 

iVSW holders.


Earn upto 7% rewards by using 

your unique referral code

Single Staking pool for projects to list 

on and reward their users with VSW.


Lock VSW in return for iVSW and enjoy benefits such as: 

1- Governance : The ability to vote on farms emission 

2- Boosting: Boost your farm upto 2.5x from the original APR. 

3- Earn weekly revenue from the revenue generated Venera Swap


By using Venera Swap, 

you can get a lot of 

benefits:



Trade/Swap – Users can swap tokens 

on BSC via automated liquidity pools 

of Venera Swap. Every swap on 

Venera Swap incurs a 0.25% fee. 5/6 

goes to LP holders and 1/6 goes to 

iVSW holders and the DAO treasury

iVSW holders get to lock their VSW tokens 

for up to 4 years The longer the period the 

higher the ratio. 

iVSW holders enjoy boosting their farms up 

to a factor of 2.5x, voting on token emission 

and earning on weekly basis 

Bribe wars: 

Boosting farms and the ability to vote on 

emissions as a user will incentives other 

projects to bribe iVSW holders in order to 

direct their votes towards their farms. 

Users enjoy both a boosted farm and a 

bribe from other projects who will compete 

against each other for the highest APR

Referral: Share your unique referral link 

invite your friends and earn 7% from the 

referee’s farms.

Liquidity – Venera Swap offers users a 

simple way to provide liquidity for tokens 

on BSC via automated liquidity pools 

(LPs). Users earn from the fees incurred 

from the swaps by providing liquidity, as 

well as staking LP tokens in Normal or 

Boosted farms

Venera Swap also has excellent features:

Boosted farms: Inspired by Curve Finance 

veCRV, Pickles Finance DILL, and SpiritSwap 

inSpirit model. iVSW will be the governance 

token for Venera that will be formulated on a 

vote locking model. iVSW holders will be 

able to get enhanced rewards, the power to 

vote as well as harvest the protocols profits.



Voting: Holding 1 iVSW give the user 1 vote which can be used once a week to vote on farms 
emission, allocation as well as vote on improvement proposals for the project. 

VeneraSwap’s long term aim is to become a DAO and by implementing iVSW it will give users the 
chance to decide what will happen to the project. Holding iVSW allows you to have a vote on pool 
allocations every week which changes the APY directly. We will call those boosted farms. So what are 
boosted farms compared to “farms”? They are similar to regular farms, however the emission rate can 
be decided by voting using the iVSW. Boosted farms will have a 1% deposit fee (0.8% goes to holders 
and 0.2% goes to development funds). The 0.8% fee is used to buy back VSW and distribute them 
back to iVSW holders on weekly basis.

iVSW & Boosted Farms

In order to obtain iVSW, the users must lock their VSW for a defined time which is set by the user. The 
timeframe for locking is between 7 days to 4 years. The more time a user locks their VSW, the great 
amount of iVSW they will get. Example: Locking 5 VSW for 4 years yields 5 iVSW locking; 5 VSW for 1 
year yields 1.25 iVSW. Then the amount of iVSW will start to decrease in the users wallet till it becomes 
0. After the period has finished the tokens become fully unlocked and available in the user’s wallet. 





The VSW token itself has utility, revenue 

and governance benefits.

The emission rate gradually reduces over 

time until a total of 1,000,000,000 VSW 

will be in circulation.

Distribution of remaining VSW :

Farm: 73% 5% 5% 2%

Development: DAO: Airdrop: 

8%

Team & Marketing  

4%

Public Sale

2%

Advisors

The distribution of VSW heavily favours those that are farming and 

supporting the platform with liquidity.

 VSW and iVSW tokens.



Token Details:

Hybrid Burning Mechanism
We have implemented a mechanism that will ensure VSW is regularly bought back and distributed to iVSW 

holders. For example:



"Deposit Fees" & "VSW Fees"


1% Deposit fee will be charged on selected Normal and Boosted farms & pools (temporarily only)*;


80% of the "Deposit Fee" will be used to Buyback VSW and then distributed it back to iVSW holders;


20% of the "Deposit Fee" will be held for VSW Development & Marketing



Ticker: 

VSW
0.7

1 billionBinance 

Smart Chain 
(BEP-20) 

VSW/block: 
Supply:Chain: Emission Rate: 



Audited and KYC


Audited by Solidity Finance
 KYC by APE O’CLOCK



Roadmap

Stage 1


 DEX: Staking, trading, and farming.


 Audit: Audited by Solidity Finance.


 KYC: KYC done and approved by Ape O'Clock. 


Info/Analytics: Create an info-analytics page for the 

swap.

Stage 3


Moving all farms to boosted farms: Let the bribe wars begin.


V2: Release version 2 of the DEX with our very own unique UI and features. 


Leveraged Trading: V2.


Cross-chain: Going Cross-Chain

Stage 2


Additional farming pools: New and exclusive farming pools.


Partnerships: Partner with other projects


Team: Expand the team


Chart: Integrate a chart within the swap


Wallet: We are creating our very own non-custodial wallet


Zapping: Introducing zapping feature for LPs


 Multisig: Having a Multisig to insure transparency.



Thank you!



